From ZERO to CRM

How one downtown district went from a multispreadsheet method of operation to a modern,
unified system of data management

The Client

Established in 1989, the Downtown Winnipeg Business Improvement Zone (The BIZ)
has become the voice of the downtown business community. Their primary mission is
to promote, support and advocate for more than 1100 businesses to create a
downtown that is clean, safe, and well-connected, where businesses can thrive, and
everyone feels welcome.

Challenges

Goals
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Implement a centralized system to unify data

member data. Accessing and updating the data was
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Empower ambassadors with a simple tech tool

No way to see all public assets on a map, catalog them

to proactively drive safety and cleanliness

or associate them with any other property in the district
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Catalog public assets with photo visualization
capability and searchable, spatial attributes on
Google maps
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